Scout Name:______________________________________

Tracy Aviary Scout Patch
Kindergarten – 1st Grade
Please wear your scout uniform to Tracy Aviary. Complete at least five of the numbered prompts and as
many bonus prompts as you would like.
1. ___Observe the American white pelicans and share with your group how you think the shape of
their feet helps them to survive.
2. ___Stand with your back to the colorful vulture silhouettes at the King of the Andes exhibit and
compare your arm span to vulture wing spans.
3. ___Find our national bird and learn what it likes to eat.
4. ___Find a pink bird in the Destination Argentina exhibit and find out what it eats and where it
lives.
5. ___Visit the South American Pavilion and find a very colorful bird. Count how many colors you
can see on the bird.
6. ___Find the tallest species of owl living in the Owl Forest exhibit.
7. ___Identify at least five birds in the Kennecott Wetlands Immersion Exhibit using the children’s
I-Spy menu.
8. ___Test your eyesight at the Hawk and Turkey Vulture exhibit’s eye chart, and identify one
feature that makes the red-tailed hawk and turkey vultures in the exhibit different from one
another.
Bonus:
___Attend a Keeper Talk. (Check map insert for daily events schedule.)
___Spin on the entrance whirly gig and take a picture!
___See a Bird Encounter. (Check map insert for daily events schedule.)
___Find a male or female peafowl.
___Feed some ducks! Learn what kind of food is healthy for ducks at the signs at the food
dispensers.
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Patches are available through your local Scout Shop. If you take pictures at Tracy Aviary, post them to
our Facebook page, or tag #tracyaviary on Instagram, and you could win a prize!

